5 critical gaps in AP
efficiency and how
to bridge them.
Survey of 200+ peers reveals manual
process challenges.

Over 200 finance, technology, and operations peers took part
in a recent survey focused on employee spending and AP efficiency.
The data reflects the challenges within various industries, and shows the link between manual AP processes
and continued errors, delays, and lost productivity. In a distributed work environment, where spend
management has expanded in scope and complexity, the survey results point to the increasing need
for technologies to replace manual processes.

5 of the biggest challenges
of current AP processes

01
Manual invoice
and AP processes
are pain points.

94% of survey respondents

still manually process non-PO
invoices, check requests, and
one-offs.

“ Invoices missing POs and
parked invoices”
were two of the biggest pain
points according to one analyst.

46% say data entry, coding

errors and late invoices impact
month-end close, can affect
reconciliation and reporting.

“ Lack of review once
invoice is entered into
system for payment,
errors that effect more
than month-end, the
list goes on!”

02
Errors continue to
impact month-end
closings.

– Assistant controller,
financial services company

03
AP-related tasks
have not adapted
to remote work.

63% of respondents still need

to print and mail checks from
the office.

“ COVID has proven to
make AP related tasks
most cumbersome to
accomplish in a remote
environment given our
manual nature.”
– VP of finance, life sciences company

58% indicate current

04

processes require manual
intervention (approve invoices;
post, process, and track
recurring payments).

Too many essential
AP processes are
inefficient.

05
Scalability
relies on adding
manpower.

Only 55% can increase

current payables volume without
adding a full-time employee.

“ As our system continues
to grow, we have to
continue to implement
changes that allow us
to keep up with workflow
without adding full-time
employees.”
– AP supervisor, healthcare company

SAP® Concur® helps you replace manual AP processes with
optical character recognition, artificial intelligence, and machine
learning. See how you can make the case for AP automation
to create value. Get the guide or visit us online.

SAP® Concur® is one of the world’s leading brands for integrated travel, expense, and invoice management
solutions, driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify and automate these everyday processes.
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